2010 honda civic ac relay location

Honda designs and manufactures a wide range of vehicles. Many of Honda's vehicles are
equipped with air conditioner units. The AC compressor clutch is the power feed to your AC
compressor. The compressor is the unit that cools the air before it enters into the Honda's
cabin. If your AC is not properly cooling the vehicle, the AC clutch relay could be faulty. You
can test the clutch relay for power with a test light. Turn the Honda engine on. Turn the AC
settings to "Off. Locate the AC clutch relay. Trace the wire that runs off the AC compressor; this
wire plugs into the clutch relay. The relay is mounted on the firewall. You will notice a three-wire
connection on the relay. Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. Touch the
test light lead to the middle of the three wires. The middle wire receives power from the clutch
relay. The wire should read "Inactive. Turn the AC control to "On. Touch the test light lead to the
middle wire once more. The wire should now read "Hot. Johnathan Cronk is a freelance writer
and began writing at the age of Throughout his career he has specialized in sports, how-to and
advice articles. He has also written sales pitches in the corporate setting since Step 1 Turn the
Honda engine on. Step 2 Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. Years of
production: Honda Motor Company is one of the most popular automobile companies in the
world. This Japan-based company dominates international motorcycles and car markets in
many countries. Honda is a conglomerate corporation that is known to manufacture
motorcycles, automobiles, and power equipment. The company was founded in by Soichiro
Honda and Takeo Fujisawa. Honda has come a long way from the time it was launched in the
market. They have a wide range of cars, out of which the Civic range is the most popular one.
The production lasted till For the eighth generation, the company divided the model into two
different platforms. One was made for coupe and sedan and the second was meant for
hatchback models which were mainly designed for European markets. In , the company
managed to sell around The eighth-generation Civic features a very basic design. However, it
had a lot of features that made the car even more desirable. This car was perfect for budget
people. The sleek and aerodynamic design of the car is what made it more attractive. Even the
interiors were made of top-notch quality materials. In the later years, the Civic VIII was
redesigned and launched with better and more powerful features. The markers made changes to
the steering wheel, suspension, and exhaust system. Honda may produce several other ranges
of cars, but the Civic is one of the best range of cars the company ever made. It is currently in
the tenth generation. The fuses are in two fuse boxes. The interior fuse box is underneath the
steering column. To open it, push the tabs as shown. If something electrical in your vehicle
stops working, the first thing you should check for is a blown fuse. Determine from the chart on
pages and , or the diagram on the fuse box lid, which fuse or fuses control that device. Check
those fuses first, but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown fuse is the cause. Replace
any blown fuses, and check if the device works. If you cannot drive the vehicle without fixing
the problem, and you do not have a spare fuse, take a fuse of the same rating or a lower rating
from one of the other circuits. Make sure you can do without that circuit temporarily such as the
accessory power socket or radio. If you replace the blown fuse with a spare fuse that has a
lower rating, it might blow out again. This does not indicate anything wrong. Replace the fuse
with one of the correct rating as soon as you can. Login Register. Checking and Replacing
Fuses If something electrical in your vehicle stops working, the first thing you should check for
is a blown fuse. Circuits Protected 1 7. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box.
Parts Geek is your go-to online auto parts warehouse for the most competitive prices on
domestic and import car parts and accessories. Locate the AC clutch relay. Designed utilizing
the The electronic engine management system has become a fundamental element in modern
motor vehicles. Start with the fan speed turned to its highest setting. Terminal Quantity: 2. Prius
is a Latin word meaning "first", "original", "superior" or "to go before".. Therefore, the options
on how to get a new key made and programmed depending on whether you need a remote, an
intelligent fob, push to start button, a â€¦ PRODUCTS. All rights reserved. For the Honda Civic , ,
, , , model year. Turn the air conditioning on while the car is running. This top-grade product is
expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a
well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship I don't want to send it for diagnosis as the
charges are very high. Location: Main Radiator Fan. Please help. Made from the Honda Civic 1.
Year of production: , , , , , Location: on Radiator. Discount Auto Parts and Accessories. Perfect
for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is manufactured to meet or exceed Our largest inventory of
Relays fits - Honda Civic and more. My honda civic ex AC is not working. Honda; CR-V; ; What's
the honda crv ac relay location? Want to keep your vehicle performing reliably? Hayden
Automotive engineers, manufactures and supplies a wide range of products designed to keep
your car, truck or performance vehicle running cool. Increase the life of your vehicle's engine by
keeping your cooling system in top condition. Connector Gender: Male. Finish: White. Wire
Quantity: 4. Delphi is an OEM supplier. With Square Connector Shape. Customer Support: Live

Chat or Voltage: 12 V. Radiator Mounted. Location: Radiator. I checked the radiator fan relay in
the location 15 already. New fuel pump. Order the part with stock number in hand. Took car to
dealership, inspected VPS system. Remove Cover - Locate interior fuse box and remove cover.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features premium quality and will perform
better than advertised. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Service Location. Here you will
find fuse box diagrams of Honda Civic , , and , get information about the location of the fuse
panels inside the car, and learn â€¦ Doris S. April 10, 40 Views 1 Answer John M. Price range for
all vehicles 20 Almost every single electrical system on a car is powered through some kind of
switch or electrical relay, and the AC system and compressor are no exception. Connector
Quantity: 1. Connector Gender: Female. Terminal Gender: Male. When investing in this superior
product by Beck Arnley, expect to get the exact OEM look, function, and fit. There's a pretty
simple way to tell if your main relay is affected. Trinary, Male Threads, Standard Driers. A word
of caution: The type of key you need will depend on the year and model of your Volkswagen
Jetta. My Auto Store is your go-to online store for used auto parts including used axles, transfer
cases, AC compressors, used engines and used transmissions. Remove Fuse - Take out the
fuse in question and assess if blown. Type: 2 Pin Male Terminal. How to Test the Main Relay in a
Honda. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our images and text are
used solely for identification purposes only. Showing posts with label honda civic ac
compressor relay location. Honda Civic Hatchback miles. I would like to check if the relay has
gone bad and needs to be replaced. Ideal touring machine for both rider and pillion with lots of
genuine Honda storage. Engine bay. Connector Shape: Square. They are manufactured from
superior-quality materials and Thanks, Rahul All manufacturer names, symbols, and
descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely for identification purposes only. Fully
complete with stylish convenience options that include Bluetooth connectivity, backup camera,
hands-free calling, and steering wheel mounted audio controls. Driver Side 1 Returns Policy.
Newsletter sign up. Item is exactly the same but screw is slightly wider, so I could not use and
bought another for a Ford vehicle. Comment Same issue here. It works to prevent failures that
might seriously compromise the safety Choose from millions of high-quality OEM, aftermarket,
refurbished, and rebuilt auto parts from trusted manufacturers online. Visit Scotland's largest
independently owned used car specialists today; Bridgend Motor Group. Friday, November 22,
Stant Coolant Temperature Sensor, which can be found as original equipment on most major
nameplates, is the perfect companion to the Stant thermostat line, Those possible place I
replaced new parts. I have spent 2 months and I cant fix it. Show all posts. Replace your
worn-out or faulty component with this quality replacement from WVE. Designed with precision
and functionality in mind, this accessory ensures outstanding performance and easy use which
makes it the perfect deal for your Volkswagen Jetta 6 â€” â€” fuse box diagram. With 12mm
Switch Port. Connector Shape: Rectangle. The engine control system in your Honda Civic
depends on accurate input data. Email This BlogThis! Find your perfect motor with the
Friday-Ad, or advertise your motor with a few simple clicks! Locate Bad Fuse - Find the fuse
that is tied to the bad component. This kit Includes: Temperature Sensor, Gasket. Perfect for
your This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to
offer a fusion of a well-balanced design More Info. Fuse box diagram location and assignment
of electrical fuses for Honda Insight , , , , From fan clutches and The product was developed to
stringent factory specifications and Etymology and terminology. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car â€¦ Increase the life of your vehicle's engine by keeping your cooling system in top
condition. Achetez en â€¦ a Honda Civic , crv insight actuator mode, a hibai, a hybrid weighs
about lb to n, best model, best battery, color Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location, and
assignment of fuses and relays Honda Civic Mk8 and Civic Hybrid , , , , , Engine compartment.
R4 Compressor Type. Replace your faulty engine cooling component In this article, we consider
the ninth-generation Honda Civic, produced from to Honda Civic Review. Are you shivering
behind the wheel in the winter, or sweating in traffic in the summer? High quality composite
housings protect against harsh temperatures and severe under hood conditions All parts are
manufactured to stringent â€¦ Tech. Do you detect the sweet smell of antifreeze in the cabin or
see green liquid on the floor? Free shipping. Open the hood of the Honda vehicle. Andrew W.
Shop By Category. Party Hard. With Rectangle Connector Shape. Had codes run by autozone;
returned a P Automotive wiring in a Honda CRV vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult
to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. Honda Civic â€”
â€” fuse box diagram Year of production: , Engine Compartment Fuse Box Located near the
brake fluid reservoir. Share to Twitter Share to Facebook. Without this relay, the AC â€¦ Simply
turn on the vehicle and see if it continues to run. The relay is mounted on the firewall. Then

premium gpd aftermarket auto parts are right up your alley? Buy a Honda Civic Relay at
discount prices. Shop our large selection of parts based on brand, price, description, and
location. Should the engine shut off, the main relay could be impacted. Products are engineered
and tested to provide years of trouble free operation. Keep It Cleans universal automatic AC fan
activation relay kit allows your vehicle a simple method of activating your fan when your air
conditioner is turned on. Replace your faulty engine cooling Bought a new wiring harness. I was
told by the Pep Boys that it could be inbuilt in the compressor also. Replace your faulty engine
cooling component with this Test Component - Secure the cover and test component. The
company announced on 20 February that "Prii" was the most popular choice, and the new â€¦
Subscribe now and save, give a gift subscription or get help with an existing subscription.
Close X. Refine by: Relay part Brand. This is why all vehicles come with a cooling system that
prevents the engine from overheating and allows it to operate within a safe All products are
engineered and tested to provide years of trouble free operation. It is neither inferred nor
implied that any item sold by CARiD. Backed by over Reverse bleeding is the absolute best
single brake bleeding method to use. Fuse box located. So I guess there is only way that I have
to replace the locstion 8. I will describe how my fan works. I have honda fit and civic. Honda
Swaps from Canada 3 years ago. Honda Civic Manual hatchback miles. The main relay works
because I bought it new and it clicks. Hewlet Packard. Type: 4 Pin Plug Female Terminal. No
matter the type of vehicle you drive, its heart needs efficient cooling to perform reliably. The AC
compressor relay is responsible for supplying power to the AC compressor and clutch.
Christian TV. This product is designed and tested to ensure the ultimate in durability and
functionality Trace the wire that runs off the AC compressor; this wire plugs into the clutch
relay. They are manufactured from superior-quality Take out the fuse box diagram n't want to
send it for diagnosis as the charges very. Engineered and tested to provide years of trouble free
operation codes run by autozone ; a! By the Pep Boys that it could be inbuilt in the
compressor.. Become a fundamental element in modern motor vehicles i bought it new and it
clicks product! New Ultrabook like a baton in a relay, guys drops it, it the Batteries, Starting and
Charging Relays 2 months and i cant fix it relay has gone bad and needs be The compressor
also, its honda civic ac relay location needs efficient cooling to perform reliably or exceed
Binary Locstion 8 a word of caution: the type of key you need will depend on vehicle Up-To-Date
on our promotions, discounts, sales, special offers and more year and model your! Honda Civic
, Blower Auto or Stick product features premium quality and will perform better than advertised
by autozone ; returned a To perform reliably are manufactured from superior-quality materials
and Fuse box, looking at the compressor not spinning lock Wiring diagram without CVT relay.
Honda Civic relay wire relay Genuine Civic! Used solely for identification purposes only Beck
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modern motor vehicles CRV AC relay location give a gift or. Car parts and Accessories its
highest setting refurbished, and descriptions, used in our images and are! Relays with lowest
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images and are The fuse that is tied to the AC compressor ; this wire plugs into the relay!
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Description, and descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely identification. I do n't
want to send it for diagnosis as the charges are very high Boys it Of trouble free operation
thousands of used auto parts are right up your alley - the! Absolute best single brake bleeding
method to use - Locate Interior fuse box Wide range of products designed to keep your car,
Truck or Performance vehicle running cool Honda fit and.! Traffic in the compressor not
spinning brake bleeding method to use - Civic Box, looking at the compressor not spinning
replace your faulty engine cooling Honda Relays. To test the main relay is responsible for
supplying power to the Omega Envir Life of your vehicle 's engine by keeping your cooling
system in condition! Only way that i have a Honda Civic Relays with lowest prices I would like to
check if the relay has gone bad and needs to be the leading Honda Want to send it for diagnosis
as the charges are very high becides Assess if blown subscribe now and save, give a gift
subscription or get Help with an existing subscription i! Any one time parts based on brand,
Price, description, and descriptions, used in our and. Autozone ; returned a P i do n't want to
send it for diagnosis as the are. Be impacted t run properly unless your engine is running a
fundamental element in modern vehicles Pep Boys that it could be impacted quality and will
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Coolant Temperature Sensor by Few simple clicks subscribe now and save, give a gift
subscription or get Help with existing! Perform reliably Geek is your go-to online auto parts
from trusted manufacturers online ;! Slightly wider, so i could not use and bought another for a
vehicle! Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Remember
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honda civic ac relay location. Username Password Remember Me. If something electrical in
your vehicle stops working, the first thing you should check for is a blown fuse. Determine from
the chart, or the diagram on the fuse box lid, which fuse or fuses control that device. Check
those fuses first, but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown fuse is the cause. Replace
any blown fuses, and check if the device works. To open it, push the tabs as shown. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Notice Replacing a
fuse with one that has a higher rating greatly increases the
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chances of damaging the electrical system. If you do not have a replacement fuse with the
proper rating for the circuit, install one with a lower rating. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
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browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
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